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Microscopic analysis of generation-recombination noise
in semiconductors under dc and time-varying electric fields
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We present a microscopic analysis of current fluctuations in a semiconductor sample in the presence
of trapping–detrapping processes and conventional scattering mechanisms. An ensemble Monte
Carlo simulation is used for calculations. To ensure the linearity of the system, we use a model
where the characteristic times of the different microscopic mechanisms are considered as energy
independent. We analyze the behavior of thermal and generation-recombination noise spectra under
static~dc field! and time-varying~ac field! conditions. Under dc bias we confirm the validity of the
microscopic model by comparing the results of the simulation with analytical predictions. When an
ac field is applied, amplitude modulation of the semiconductor response takes place due to
generation-recombination processes. This modulation leads to the upconversion of the
low-frequency generation-recombination spectrum, which is evidenced~even in the absence of dc
current! and analyzed under different physical conditions. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~00!09114-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The low-frequency noise of electronic devices is kno
to be very sensitive to defects introduced during the se
conductor growth process and the different steps of the
rication technology.1 In particular, generation-recombinatio
~GR! phenomena associated to these defects are a funda
tal source of noise at this frequency range. For example,
fluctuating occupancy of deep level traps in the deplet
region and channel is the dominant mechanism for GR n
in field effect transistors.2

The knowledge of these processes is essential, sincef
noise in several devices has been attributed to the supe
sition of individual GR noise spectra produced by a tr
distribution in the band gap.3 Many studies have been carrie
out to investigate the origin of this kind of noise and to fi
its mathematical description. Some of them consider this
noise as resistance fluctuations due to carrier num
fluctuations.4,5

Moreover, the low-frequency noise behavior of acti
devices may be of significant importance also at high f
quencies, not only in the case of nonlinear circuits sensi
to phase noise, such as oscillators and mixers,6,7 but also
when the amplitude modulation of ac signals occurs. In fa
though 1/f noise in resistors is usually measured when a
current is flowing, some authors assert that an ac met
can, under certain circumstances, provide more accu
noise measurements than the dc method does.8–10 When an

a!Electronic mail: tomasg@gugu.usal.es
8000021-8979/2000/88(2)/800/8/$17.00
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ac voltage with frequencyf ac is supplied to the resistor, fluc
tuations due to GR processes will cause amplitude mod
tion of the ac current response. Therefore, noise meas
ments will show an alternating response current at
frequencyf ac accompanied at both sides of the spectrum
an additional noise contribution that is called 1/D f noise.
This ac method exhibits a perfect agreement between
calculated and observed ratio of the 1/D f noise magnitude
with respect to that of 1/f noise when measured with d
current.9

Among the several techniques suitable for the analysi
electronic noise in semiconductor devices, the Monte Ca
~MC! method has been proved to be especially powe
when a microscopic description of the system under inve
gation is required.11 While widely used for the analysis o
noise at high frequencies~in the microwave range and be
yond! in semiconductor materials and devices,11–18very few
attempts have been carried out to use this technique w
low-frequency processes~as compared with the typical fre
quencies of scattering mechanisms! take place,19–22as is the
case of GR phenomena. This is mainly due to the large
ference existing between the scattering rates of both type
mechanisms, which leads to very long computation tim
The aim of this article is to present a MC study of curre
fluctuations in semiconductors in the presence of dc as w
as time-varying~sinusoidal! applied electric fields~ac fields!
when both scattering and GR processes are considered.
microscopic approach allows us to include in the simulat
GR processes in the same way as conventional scatte
mechanisms described by transition rates between mi
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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scopic states of carriers. Consequently, the knowledge
phenomenological parameters as the variance of carrier n
ber fluctuationŝ DN2& and the carrier lifetimet l usually
necessary in analytical approaches is not needed. Up to
in the few published papers where MC simulations inclu
GR noise sources, only a dc voltage is considered.19–22How-
ever, numerical simulations of the influence of GR noise
the semiconductor response to time-varying signals
needed in order to interpret experimental and theoretica
sults. Therefore, present findings should provide a substa
improvement in the study of electronic noise in semicond
tor materials in the presence of an external ac electric fie

For the calculations we have used an ensemble
simulator three dimensional in momentum space.23 A ther-
malizing energy-independent scattering model19 ensuring the
linearity of the semiconductor response at any bias is use
avoid harmonic generation in the ac response. In addi
GR processes associated with electron traps characterize
a single energy level are considered. This model allows u
study the effect of number and thermal fluctuations on
current noise. We perform the analysis of current fluctuati
under both dc and ac electric fields. The dc results are a
and very important step in understanding the fluctuatio
since they provide information concerning the processe
the origin of the noise behavior. Special attention has b
paid to the spectral density of current fluctuations under
bias for different trapping and detrapping probabilities a
ac field magnitude to characterize the upconversion of lo
frequency noise to high frequencies that is detected in
results.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II the phy
cal system under analysis is described, Sec. III provides
details of the MC simulation, and in Sec. IV the results o
tained under both dc and ac bias are reported. Sectio
summarizes the main conclusions and future trends of
work.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL

We consider anN-type homogeneous semiconductor
length L and cross-sectional areaA at temperatureT
5300 K. Free electrons are provided by donor levels clos
the bottom of the conduction band, which are complet
ionized at the temperature of interest. A single type of el
tron traps at a depthEn below the bottom of conduction ban
is present in the semiconductor. It is assumed that the t
interact only with electrons in the conduction band, in suc
way that the electrons provided by the donor impurities
distributed over the conduction band and the traps.

Within this model, free electrons disappear by trapp
at the ratev ths(Nt2nt)n, wherev th is the thermal velocity of
free carriers,s the capture cross section of the traps,Nt the
density of electron traps,nt the density of trapped electron
and n the free-carrier density; and trapped electrons are
leased at the raten0 exp(2eEn /kT)nt , wheren0 is a vibration
frequency andk Boltzmann constant.24 Therefore, there are
two time constants involved in the trapping–detrapping p
cess: the recombination time,t r ~average ‘‘free time’’ of an
of
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electron!, and the generation time,tg ~average ‘‘captured
time’’ of an electron!, respectively, given by

1

t r
5v ths~Nt2nt!, ~1!

1

tg
5n0 expS 2

eEn

kT D . ~2!

As long asnt!Nt ~as it is assumed in our model!, both times
can be considered to be independent of the occupancy o
traps.

In order to avoid a nonlinear response of the semic
ductor to external electric fields~absence of harmonic gen
eration for ac fields! and thus to detect clearly the influenc
of GR phenomena, a simple model is used to describe
semiconductor.19 The conduction band is assumed to
spherical and parabolic, characterized by an effective m
m. In addition to the presence of recombination process
free electrons move under the action of scattering mec
nisms, which are characterized by an energy-independen
laxation timets and are assumed to be isotropic and co
pletely thermalizing. The length of the sampleL is assumed
to be much longer than the carrier mean free pathl 5v thts ,
so that the noise behavior is the same as that of an infi
sample~bulk semiconductor!. Due to the action of inelastic
scattering, electrons remain quite close to equilibrium con
tions even if an electric field is applied. Consequently,
recombination timet r can be considered to be also ener
independent.

The above model is implemented by means of an
semble MC simulation three dimensional in momentu
space. An initial number of thermal free carriersN is consid-
ered, which move under the action of the applied elec
field and the influence of scattering and trapping mec
nisms. During the carrier movement there are probabilit
per unit time 1/ts and 1/t r that an electron is scattered o
captured, respectively. Accordingly, the free-flight timet f

can be determined stochastically ast f52t f ln r, wheret f

5tst r /(ts1t r) andr is a random number uniformly distrib
uted between 0 and 1. At the end of the free flight, the ty
of process taking place, scattering or trapping, is rando
selected according to the respective probabilities. If a s
tering process occurs, the carrier is thermalized and, co
spondingly, its velocity components are randomly det
mined according to a Maxwellian distribution at the latti
temperature. If the carrier is captured, it remains trapp
~with null velocity! during a timet t , which is stochastically
determined, according to the detrapping probability per u
time 1/tg , as t t52tg ln r. When the carrier is released, i
velocity components are also determined according to
Maxwellian distribution at the lattice temperature. As a co
sequence of these dynamics, at a given timet of the simula-
tion Nf(t) of the initial N carriers will be free in the conduc
tion band andNc(t) will be captured in the traps, bein
alwaysN5Nf(t)1Nc(t). During the simulation the quanti
ties of interest~average electron velocity and energy, numb
of free and trapped carriers, etc.! are recorded at fixed time
intervals Dt in order to perform the noise calculations d
scribed in next section.
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The electric fieldE is applied to the semiconductor in th
x direction. According to the Ramo–Shockley theorem,
short-circuit current flowing through the semiconduc
sample under the assumption of constant applied volt
~i.e., constant electric field! is given by11

I ~ t !5
q

L (
i 51

Nf ~ t !

vxi~ t !, ~3!

whereq is the electron charge andvxi(t) the instantaneousx
velocity of thei th carrier. Notice thatI (t) can fluctuate due
to both the effect of scattering onvxi(t) ~thermal noise! and
of GR phenomena onNf(t) ~GR noise!. We will first analyze
the noise behavior of the sample under a static electric fi
to evidence the influence of both types of noise. Then
will study the effect of trapping–deterapping processes in
semiconductor response to a time-varying field, leading
the upconversion of the low-frequency GR noise spectru
In the latter case, a second term proportional to the t
derivative of the potential applied to the electrodes wo
appear inI (t),11 which would lead to the presence of a pe
at the frequency of the ac signal in the current spectrum.
will ignore such a term, since we are only interested in
bulk response of the semiconductor.

For the calculations we have used the following set
parameters:m50.25m0 ~m0 being the free-electron mass!,
N51000,ts510214s, t r ranging from 2310212 to 10210s,
andtg ranging from 2310212 to 1029 s. In the case of the
ac analysis, in order to avoid extremely long simulati
times, a frequencyf ac of 500 GHz is taken for the electri
field. The total simulated time is of the order of 1029– 1028 s
in the case of dc fields and 1028– 1027 s for ac fields. Typi-
cally, a time intervalDt of 2310215s is used to sample th
different quantities. Notice that the typical hierarchy of t
characteristic times in the simulation ists,tac,t r ,tg .
Even if some of these times could be found unrealistic~es-
peciallytac!, our objective is the analysis of the noise spec
in the presence of GR and ac fields, and the main con
sions of our work can be extended to the case when th
processes take place at lower frequencies.

III. NOISE CALCULATION

The fluctuations will be studied through the calculati
of the spectral density of current fluctuationsSI( f ), defined
as

SI~ f !52E
2`

`

CI~ t !exp~ ivt !dt54E
0

`

CI~ t !cos~vt !dt, ~4!

whereCI(t)5^dI (0)dI (t)& is the autocorrelation function o
current fluctuationsdI (t)5I (t)2^I &, the angular brackets
indicating time average, andv52p f . According to Eq.~3!,
the current can be written as11

I ~ t !5
q

L
Nf~ t !v~ t !, ~5!

where v(t)5@1/Nf(t)#( i 51
Nf (t)vxi(t) is the mean velocity of

the free carriers at timet. Equation~5! allows the decompo-
sition of CI(t) into three main contributionsCI(t)5CV(t)
e
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1CN(t)1CVN(t) @and therefore SI( f )5SV( f )1SN( f )
1SVN( f )# associated, respectively, with the fluctuations
the mean velocity of electrons@dv(t)5v(t)2^v&, thermal
noise# CV , the fluctuations of the free-carrier numb
@dNf(t)5Nf(t)2^Nf&, GR noise# CN , and their cross cor-
relationCVN . The corresponding formulas are given by11,25

CV~ t !5
q2

L2 ^Nf&
2^dv~0!dv~ t !&5

q2

L2 ^Nf&
2Cv~ t !, ~6!

CN~ t !5
q2

L2 ^v&2^dNf~0!dNf~ t !&5
q2

L2 ^v&2Cn~ t !, ~7!

CVN~ t !5
q2

L2 ^v&^Nf&^dv~0!dNf~ t !1dNf~0!dv~ t !&

5
q2

L2 ^v&^Nf&Cvn . ~8!

In this way, the contributions associated with the differe
sources of fluctuations responsible for the noise spectrum
a given field are clearly individuated and accounted
within the same microscopic level.^v&, ^Nf&, Cv(t), Cn(t),
and Cvn(t) are evaluated from the sequence ofv(t) and
Nf(t) obtained from the MC simulation.

According to the microscopic model used in the simu
tion, it is expected thatSv( f ) andSn( f ) @Fourier transforms
of Cv(t) andCn(t)# exhibit Lorentzian shapes;

Sv~ f !5
4^dn2&t f

11v2t f
2 , ~9!

Sn~ f !5
4^dNf

2&t1

11v2t1
2 , ~10!

where t l5tgt r /(tg1t r) is the carrier lifetime, ^dNf
2&

5Nt rtg /(t r1tg)2 and^dv2&5kT/(m^Nf&) ~as long as the
carriers remain close to equilibrium conditions! with ^Nf&
5Nt r /(t r1tg).3 All these predictions will be checked with
the simulations of the semiconductor under the action of
fields.

When a time-varying field of the typeE(t)
5Eacsin(2pfact) is applied to the semiconductor, accordin
to our linear model a deterministic time-dependent linear
sponse in the currentI d(t) is expected: I d(t)5(q/L)
3^Nf&vd(t), where vd(t)5mE(t), m5qt f /m being the
carrier mobility. In fact, by definingdv8(t)5v(t)2vd(t) as
the fluctuation of velocity over the average determinis
value, the instantaneous current can be written as

I ~ t !5
q

L
@^Nf&vd~ t !1^Nf&dv8~ t !1vd~ t !dNf~ t !

1dNf~ t !dv8~ t !#. ~11!

Due to the number fluctuations originated by the trappin
detrapping processes, a term of the form (q/L)vd(t)dNf(t)
appears inI (t), which corresponds to an amplitude modul
tion of the current response by number fluctuations. T
term should lead to the upconversion of the low-frequen
GR spectrum, contributing with sidebands centered aro
f ac. The main objective of our work is the detection and t
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analysis of this effect. Due to the very large difference ex
ing between the amplitude of the deterministic response
the sample and that of the unconverted GR contribution, b
appearing at~or around! f ac, we will analyze the curren
fluctuations over the deterministic component,dI ac(t)5I (t)
2I d(t), thus eliminating from the spectrum the peak atf ac

associated toI d(t), which would make difficult the detection
of the GR contribution aroundf ac. A similar procedure is
necessary in experimental measurements.8–10

From Eq. ~11!, a decomposition of CI
ac(t)

5^dI ac(0)dI ac(t)& into velocity CV
ac, numberCN

ac and cross-
correlationCVN

ac contributions can also be performed as

CV
ac~ t !5

q2

L2 ^Nf&
2^dv8~0!dv8~ t !&, ~12!

CN
ac~ t !5

q2

L2 ^vd~0!dNf~0!vd~ t !dNf~ t !&, ~13!

CVN
ac ~ t !5

q2

L2 ^Nf&^dv8~0!vd~ t !dNf~ t !

1vd~0!dNf~0!dv8~ t !&, ~14!

where second order terms in fluctuations have been
glected. These expressions will be used only in some spe
cases to identify the origin of the different contributions
the noise spectra. In most cases, in order to obtain m
reliable results and save computer time, we will evaluate
spectral density of current fluctuations directly by squar
the Fourier transform ofdI ac(t).

3,26

Finally we would like to stress that most of the assum
tions of our model~energy-independent scattering and tra
ping probabilities, thermalizing scattering! are made with the
aim of achieving a linear response of the semiconduc
sample to time-varying fields, thus avoiding the generat
of harmonics which would reduce considerably the e
ciency of the upconversion process that we want to anal

IV. RESULTS

A. dc electric field

In this section we show some significant results conce
ing the time and frequency behavior of current noise in
semiconductor sample under analysis when a steady ele
field is applied. These results will illustrate the main featu
of thermal and GR noise present in the structure.

Figure 1~a! shows the autocorrelation functions of velo
ity and number fluctuations,Cv(t) and Cn(t), respectively,
for the case of equilibrium conditions (E50) and t r

52 ps, tg518 ps. Both autocorrelation functions show t
expected exponential behavior with relaxation times giv
by t f>ts50.01 ps forCv(t) andt l51.8 ps forCn(t), with
the zero-time values in close agreement with theoretical
dictions: ^dn2&5kT/(m^Nf&)51.823108 m2/s2 and ^dNf

2&
5Nt rtg /(t r1tg)2590. In Fig. 1~b! the corresponding
spectral densities are reported. They exhibit the expe
Lorentzian shape with cutoff frequencies associated with
corresponding relaxation times, which differ by more th
two orders of magnitude. The excellent agreement of th
spectra with the theoretical predictions given by Eqs.~9! and
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~10! validate the model and simulation scheme used in
calculations. Within the present model for scattering a
trapping mechanisms, with energy-independent probabilit
there is no physical process correlating number and velo
fluctuations. Consequently, the cross termsCvn(t) and
Svn( f ) are always found to be negligible in the calculation

The contributions of number andnelocity fluctuations to
the noise in the current under far-from-equilibrium cond
tions (E550 kV/cm) for the same characteristic times of t
previous figure are shown in Fig. 2.CI(t) shows a short-time
decay associated with the velocity contributionCV(t), and a
further slow decay related to the number contributionCN(t).
The corresponding current-noise spectrumSI( f ) is just the
superposition of two Lorentzians,SV( f ) and SN( f ), with
cutoff frequencies determined byt f and t l , respectively.
Thus, SI( f ) exhibits two plateaus: a first one at low fre
quency due to GR noise, and a second one related to the
noise in the range between the two cutoff frequencies.
cording to Eqs.~6! and ~7!, for a given set of characteristi
times~ts , t r , andtg!, the amplitude of the former plateau
proportional tô I &2, while that of the latter is proportional to
^Nf& and also to the electronic temperature~in our model
always close to the lattice temperature except for very h
electric fields!. This is better illustrated in Fig. 3.

FIG. 1. ~a! Autocorrelation functions of velocity and number fluctuation
~inset! at equilibrium for t r52 ps, tg518 ps; ~b! corresponding spectra
densities together with theoretical predictions@Eqs.~9! and ~10!#.
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The evolution ofSI( f ) with increasing values ofE is
reported in Fig. 3. The characteristic times are the same a
previous figures and equal for the different fields; theref
^Nf&5Nt r /(t r1tg)5100 is also the same. In the case
equilibrium conditions, only velocity fluctuations contribu
to the current noise. GR noise~though also present at equ
librium as observed in Fig. 1!, being a source of exces
noise, only contributes to the noise at the terminals in
presence of a net current flowing through the structure@see
Eq. ~7!#. This is observed for increasing values ofE, for
which the contribution ofSN( f ) ~low-frequency plateau! in-
creases with the field. Remarkably, despite the fact that^Nf&
is the same for several fields, a significant increase is
served in the plateau related to thermal noise, especially
100 kV/cm. For low fields, carriers are close to equilibriu
and ^dn2&>kT/(m^Nf&). However, at sufficiently high
fields inelastic scattering is no longer able to dissipate all
energy gained by the carriers from the field~hot-electron
regime!.19 In such a casêdv2& would be better estimated b
using the concept of electron temperatureTe.T as ^dv2&
5kTe /(m^Nf&), thus leading to the increase of the therm
noise plateau.

FIG. 2. ~a! Autocorrelation function of current fluctuations and decompo
tion into the contributions associated with velocity and number fluctuati
for an electric field of 50 kV/cm andt r52 ps, tg518 ps. The inset details
the short-time behavior,~b! corresponding spectral densities.
in
e
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To investigate the influence oft r andtg on the noise, we
explore some possible choices for the values of these tim
thus modifying the lifetimet l and the average free-carrie
number^Nf&. For the same field of 50 kV/cm, in Fig. 4 w
analyze three different sets of values:~a! t r55.5 ps, tg

5145.8 ps ~t l55.3 ps, ^Nf&536.35!; ~b! t r52 ps, tg

518 ps~t l51.8 ps, ^Nf&5100!; ~c! t r52 ps, tg52 ps, ~t l

51 ps, ^Nf&5500!. The sets~a! and ~b! lead to a similar
value of the GR noise plateau, while set~c! provides a higher
value @see Eq.~10!#. The cutoff frequency of GR noise be
comes higher ast l decreases, thus being lower for case~a!
and then increasing for cases~b! and~c!. The influence of the
different value of̂ Nf& in each case is clearly observed in th
level of thermal noise. Sincet r@ts , thent f>ts in the three
cases~and ^v& takes the same value!; consequently, the cut
off frequency of thermal noise is practically the same for t
three sets of times.

FIG. 3. Current spectral density for different values of the electric field a
t r52 ps, tg518 ps.

FIG. 4. Current spectral density for an electric field of 50 kV/cm and d
ferent sets of times:~a! t r55.5 ps,tg5145.8 ps;~b! t r52 ps, tg518 ps;
~c! t r52 ps, tg52 ps.
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B. Time-varying electric field

After the presentation of dc electric fields, we focus
the discussion of the main features observed when a ti
varying electric fieldE(t)5Eacsin(2pfact) is applied to the
structure~and in the absence of dc field!. Due to the require-
ment of a reasonable CPU time and the large differenc
the time scales involved in the problem, we have chose
very high frequency of 500 GHz forE(t). Nevertheless, the
results obtained here can be readily extended to lower
quencies, as rf and microwaves. In order to compare the
with the previous dc results we will report the current sp
tral density for physical conditions already considered in
previous section. On the other hand, most of the res
shown here are obtained by performing directly the Fou
transform of the current, and then squaring it.26 For this rea-
son the spectral densities reported in this section are so
what ‘‘noisier’’ than those of the previous section. With th
technique we avoid the calculation of extremely long cor
lation functions which can be evaluated only in some ca
~shortt l! and may provide less reliable results.

A case in which the calculation of the correlation fun
tions is affordable is shown in Fig. 5, corresponding toEac

FIG. 5. ~a! Autocorrelation function of current fluctuations and decompo
tion into the contributions associated with velocity and number fluctuati
for a time-varying electric field of amplitude 100 kV/cm andt r52 ps, tg

518 ps. The inset details the short-time behavior;~b! corresponding spec-
tral densities.
e-

in
a

e-
ac
-
e
ts
r

e-

-
s

5100 kV/cm andt r52 ps, tg518 ps. Here, the origin of
the different contributions to the noise spectrum can
clearly identified. CV

ac(t) remains practically identical to
CV(t) obtained under dc fields. The main novelty in the r
sults comes fromCN

ac(t), which shows a damped oscillator
behavior at the frequency of the electric field, thus leading
the appearance of a significant noise contribution aroundf ac

in the spectrum, in addition to that of thermal noise. T
origin of this contribution is the amplitude modulation of th
semiconductor ac response associated with the fluctuatio
the carrier number originated by GR phenomena. As in
dc case,CVN

ac (t) is also found to be negligible. The carrie
number fluctuations presently evidenced would lead to fl
tuations of the sample conductance independent of the
plied voltage. This fluctuating conductance would appear
a linear time-varying~LTV ! element, also defined as
‘‘parametric conductance,’’ in circuit theory.27

SI( f ) as a function of frequency for different values
Eac is shown in Fig. 6 fort r52 ps andtg518 ps ~same
characteristic times used in Fig. 3!. A significant peak around
f ac (500 GHz) is observed in the spectra~whose amplitude
increases withEac!, which is associated with the upconve
sion of the low-frequency noise. The low-frequency G
noise spectrum appears transferred to high frequency as
sidebands around the oscillation frequency of the elec
field. Though difficult to appreciate in the figure, the ban
width of the noise detected aroundf ac corresponds precisely
to that of the low-frequency GR noise. This occurs with t
amplitude of the upconverted spectrum. As observed,
level of thermal noise is practically the same as that obtai
in the static case, as expected when an energy-indepen
ts is considered.

Remarkably, these results indicate the emergence~and
possibility of detection! of GR noise~an excess noise source!
even in the absence of a dc current flowing through the se
conductor~no dc field is applied!. Some authors based th
idea on measurements of GR noise at high frequencies.8,9 In
order to detect it clearly, two main considerations must
taken into account~both experimentally and numerically!.
The first one is relative to the ratio between the frequency

-
s

FIG. 6. Current spectral density for different values of the time-vary
electric field amplitude andt r52 ps, tg518 ps.
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the electric field and the bandwidth of noise: small no
bandwidths apparently disappear with extremely highf ac.
Second, according to our calculations there is a very la
difference in the amplitude of the upconverted sidebands
the semiconductor response at the ac frequency~typically
several orders of magnitude!, which makes the detection o
the GR contribution very difficult. To this end, it is necessa
to suppress from the output current the frequency of
time-varying signal,9 as done in our calculations by remo
ing the deterministic component of the current.

Figure 6 indicates that under ac fields GR noise may a
have some influence at low frequency if the GR noise cu
and the ac frequency are not far enough. In fact,SI(0) can be
higher than the expected thermal noise due to the large
tension of the lower sideband, reaching the zero-freque
value. This explains, for example, the different values t
SI( f ) takes in Fig. 6 for low and high frequency~in the
thermal noise plateau!, especially forEac5100 kV/cm; also
observed in Fig. 5~b!.

Figure 7 shows the influence oft r and tg on the noise
under dynamic conditions for the same field magnitude
sets of characteristic times as those used in Fig. 4. In con
with static conditions, where cases~a! and ~b! showed a
similar low-frequency value, here every curve is clearly d
tinguishable from each other. As observed, case~a! corre-
sponds to the smallest bandwidth of GR noise, and due to
big difference between the levels of thermal and upconve
GR noise~see Fig. 4!, the peak aroundf ac is particularly
pronounced. The sidebands aroundf ac can be clearly noticed
in case~b!, with wider bandwidth than case~a!. Finally, in
case~c! a high value of upconverted GR noise is obtaine
but it is difficult to distinguish it from thermal noise becau
both levels of noise are similar~see Fig. 4!. The largest band-
width corresponds to case~c!, which is reflected in the fac
that the lower sideband extends up to low frequency, lead
to a noise level significantly higher than that of the hig
frequency thermal noise plateau.

Thermal noise has an indirect dependence on the
rates, since it is proportional tôNf&. This can be observed

FIG. 7. Current spectral density for a time-varying electric field of amp
tude 50 kV/cm and different sets of times:~a! t r55.5 ps,tg5145.8 ps;~b!
t r52 ps, tg518 ps; ~c! t r52 ps, tg52 ps.
e

e
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e
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d
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-

he
d

,

g
-

R

in Fig. 8 where the current spectral densities forEac

550 kV/cm and t r5200 ps, tg51800 ps ~solid line!; t r

520 ps, tg5180 ps ~dotted line!; and t r52 ps, tg518 ps
~dashed line! are depicted; the three sets of times leading
the same average number of free carriers^Nf&5100, and
therefore to the same level of thermal noise. However
upconverted GR spectra shows a different shape relate
the values of the trapping–detrapping characteristic tim
Thus, the bandwidth increases when the lifetime of carri
decreases. In fact, if the bandwidth of GR noise is narrow
compared with the frequency of the electric field~case of
solid line!, it can be very difficult to be detected~or mea-
sured! when the total current spectral density is evalua
without removing the deterministic component, and in t
worst case the effect of GR noise can be incorrectly
glected. On the other hand, higher values of the peak
obtained whent l increases, according to Eq.~10!.

We have not shown results for the case when the elec
field also contains a dc component, since in such a case t
is no new effect. Simply, in the presence of a dc current
addition to the upconversion, the GR spectrum is eviden
at low frequency with the features reported in the previo
section. Eventually, and depending on the bandwidth of
noise, an overlap of the low-frequency GR plateau with
lower upconverted sideband can take place.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An ensemble MC simulation has been used to inve
gate the noise spectra of a semiconductor sample in the p
ence of scattering mechanisms and GR processes under
dc and ac electric fields. This method, by incorporating
processes at the origin of the fluctuations, allows for a dir
microscopic interpretation of the noise spectra. We ha
used a simple model where the characteristic times of
different physical processes are energy independent to en
the linearity in the response of the system, thus making p
sible the identification of the contributions of the differe

FIG. 8. Current spectral density for a time-varying electric field of amp
tude 50 kV/cm and different sets of times leading to the same numbe
free carriers~100!. Solid line corresponds tot r5200 ps,tg51800 ps; dot-
ted line tot r520 ps,tg5180 ps; and dashed line tot r52 ps, tg518 ps.
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noise sources to the current spectra under time-vary
fields, when the upconversion of the low-frequency GR no
takes place.

The current spectral densities calculated under st
electric field are in close agreement with theoretical pred
tions, thus confirming the validity of the model and M
simulation. GR noise is found to increase with the curr
and shows a cutoff frequency related to the carrier lifetim
The level of thermal noise depends on the number of f
carriers and on the scattering time~as long as this time is
shorter than the recombination time!, which also determines
the cutoff at high frequencies. For high electric fields, wh
inelastic scattering is no longer able to dissipate the ene
gained by the carriers in the free flights, electrons beco
hot and the thermal noise plateau is found to increase du
the higher electron temperature.

The MC results evidence that the amplitude modulat
of the semiconductor current response to a time-varying e
tric field due to GR phenomena leads to the upconversio
the low-frequency GR noise spectrum, which appears
sidebands around the frequency of the ac signal. Rem
ably, though GR noise is an excess noise source, this e
takes place even in the absence of dc current. In orde
detect this phenomenon, it was necessary to remove from
current the deterministic linear response of the sample.
width and amplitude of the low-frequency GR spectra ha
been checked to be in agreement with those of the co
sponding sidebands appearing around the frequency of th
signal, thus confirming the upconversion of GR noi
Within our model, the level of thermal noise is found
remain unaltered under dynamic conditions. Note thatf
fluctuations of the low-field mobility appear as a LTV co
ductance, it may be conjectured that the results obtained
for carrier number fluctuations may be extended to this f
damental 1/f noise.

Finally, we remark that in this work we assumed
simple model leading to a semiconductor linear respons
clearly evidence the GR noise upconversion. The analysi
similar processes in real semiconductors where nonlinea
fects can take place~energy dependence of characteris
times, velocity saturation, coupling among different fluctu
tions, harmonic generation in the ac response, etc.! and their
influence in semiconductor devices is the objective of
forthcoming work.
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